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EASY TO USE: The compact design and easy type QWERTY keyboard feature make the PT
D400AD a versatile and easy label maker to use
ONE TOUCH KEYS: Easily add one of 99 frames, over 600 symbols, and 14 fonts by accessing the
one touch keys. Maximum Print Height - 15.8 mm. Maximum Number of Print Copies - 9
SUPPORTS LARGE CHARACTER PRINTING: The P touch Versatile Easy to Use Label Maker
supports up to 7 font sizes
AC ADAPTER INCLUDED: The PT D400AD includes an easy to use AC Adapter and can operate
on 6 AA batteries (not included)
FOR USE WITH BROTHER GENUINE TAPES: Use Brother Genuine P touch TZe tapes 12mm,
9mm, 6mm, 3.5mm, 18mm for best performancePTD400AD
The P-touch PT-D400AD is an ideal label maker for users who want a quick and easy way to create
a wide variety of durable labels for the home and home office.
The P-touch PT-D400AD is a compact label maker with a large, QWERTY-style keyboard and a
graphical display that help make it easy to create professional labels for the home and home office.
The easy-type keyboard features large keys and an angled design for comfortable typing. It also
features one-touch formatting keys that help save time when adding frames or changing other
formatting options.
Create labels using the large library of fonts, frames and symbols
Create personalized labels up to 18 millimeter (.70 inch) wide using virtually any combination of the
14 fonts, 10 font styles, 99 frames and over 600 symbols. Plus, the PT-D400AD features a large
internal memory that lets you save up to fifty of your most-commonly used labels and reprint them
with a few button presses.
Flexible powering options
The PT-D400AD can be powered by the included AC power adapter or 6 AA batteries (sold
separately) to give you the ability to make labels at your desk or on the go.
Works with a variety of tapes from the long-lasting laminated TZe Series
TZe tapes are protected by a thin, clear film to withstand water, grease, fading, abrasion, heat, and
cold, making them ideal for indoor and outdoor applications. TZe labels feature a split back design
for hassle-free application. Use one of our specialty tapes to create flexible cable and wire
identification labels or create labels with acid-free adhesive that are safe for scrapbooking, and other
photo-sensitive materials. Thereâ€™s even non-laminated fabric iron-on tape for labeling clothing
and more.
Your only limit is your imagination
Use P-touch labels to help you stay organized at work, at home and everywhere in between.
Categorize folders with colorful labels according to content to help facilitate quick identification and
retrieval of important documents. Create labels for shelving to help keep your supply closet
organized. Create labels to easily identify personal items with contact information. Containers
labeled with durable TZe tape can go from freezer to the microwave, and even the dishwasher â€“
while the labels remain legible and affixed.
At your side with free phone support for the life of your product
At Brother, our goal is to provide you with products that you can depend on to consistently deliver
high performance, reliability and value. Thatâ€™s why we stand behind your purchase with a
two-year limited warranty and 'Free' phone support for the life of your product. Whether you have a
product question or a technical issue, Brother is always at your side.
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